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A SENSITIVITY STUDY OF A BAROCLINIC MODEL 
FOR THE NORTH SEA WITH FOCUS ON THE 
UTSIRA-ORKNEY S TRANSECT 

Sammendrag: 

Numeriske modeller for beregning av sirkulasjon og hydrografi blir nå benyttet i en 
rekke viktige studier for våre havområder. I dette arbeidet blir en ny tids-splittet 
sigmakoordinat havmodell presentert. 
Modellen er satt opp på en utvidet NordsjØ med 20 km horisontal opplØsning og fØl- 
somhet til modellen overfor valg av parametre er studert. I studiene er data fra gjentatte 
tokt langs Utsira-Orkn~yene-snittet benyttet til validering av modellresultat. 
Det er vist at med 20 km horisontal oppløsning er resultatene robuste overfor valg av 
tidsskritt, opp til 1 times 3-D steg kan benyttes, og ovenfor vertikal opplØsning, l l - 21 
lag er tilstrekkelig. 
Resultatene er svært f~lsomme for parametrisering av sub-grid skala effekter. HØyere 
opplØsning i frontområdet er antagelig påkrevet for å få effektene av småskala hvirvler 
riktig representert på stor skala sirkulasjon. 

Emneord - norsk: 
1. Numerisk havmodell 
2. Sensitivitetsstudier 
3. Utsira-Orknøyene-snittet 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the present report is to stud! the sensitivity of a numerical time 
split o-coordinate ocean model for the Korth Sea with LO km horizontal resolution 
to  sub grid scale parametrizations, the vertical resolution and the time step. 
Measurements of salinity across the Utsira-Orkneys transect taken from 1972 to 
1996 are compared to model results. 

It is demonstrated that both the residual transports and the models salinity 
and density structures are very sensitive to the pararnetrizations of l-iorizontal 
viscosity and diffusivity in a 20 km resolution baroclinic North Sea model. The 
sensitivity is strongly related to smaller scale baroclinic instabilities not resolved 
by the model. Tl~ese eddies are of major importance for the creation of als0 the 
larger scale density structures along the Norwegian coast. Evidence is given to 
support the hypothesis that the larger scale fields may not be correctly reproduced 
by choosing appropriate parametrizations. In a 20 km resolution baroclinic North 
Sea model it is sufficient with between 10 and 20 a-layers in the vertical. The 
present time split a-coordinate 20 km North Sea. model is robust to the choice of 
time step. 1 hour 3-D steps may be applied without any major degradation of 
the quality of the output. 

Keywords: regional circulation models, stratified oceans, parametrizations of 
sub grid scale processes, vertical resolution, time steps, the North Sea, the Utsira- 
Orkneys transect 
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1 Introduction. 

Numerical ocean models for the North Sea are now applied in numerous studies. 
The horizontal resolution in many 3-D studies is still approximately 20km, see 
for instance Smith et al. [23] or Engedahl e t  al. [13], either for the whole domain 
or for a larger scale domain providing initial and boundary values for a finer scale 
domain covering a smaller part of the ocean, see for instance Svendsen e t  al. [25]. 

In the present paper observations of salinity across the Utsira-Orkneys tran- 
sect taken from 1972 to 1996 and estimates of residual transports are used to  
study the sensitivity of a numerical time split a-coordinate ocean model for the 
North Sea with 20 km horizontal resolution to sub grid scale parametrizations, 
the vertical resolution and the time step. 

The model is run from 15110-89 to 15/11-89 and forced witl-i climatological 
~ a l u e s  through the open boundaries, 4 components of the tide. a.tmospheric forc- 
ing and mean river riinoff from the major rivers. The illodel equa,tions are given 
in section 3. The numerical time split a-coordinate model is described in section 
:3. In section 4 the specifics for the North Sea esperiments are given. Data from 
measurements across the Utsira-Orkneys transect are presented in section 5 and 
comparisons witl-i the climatology are found in section 6. In sections 7: 8: 9 and 
10 the sensitivit'; to the vertical resolution, the horizontal viscosit,': formulation, 
the horizontal diffusivity and the time step is studied. t\ discussion of the findings 
is given in section 11 and the major conclusions are summarized in section 12. 



2 The model equations 

The physical variables and governing equations for tl-iese are given in Berntsen et 
al. [5]. For completeness the equatioils are repeatecl below. 

d V  -+ d T/ l d P  d  d  Tf7 -+ U.VT/+ Tv-- + fli = --- + -(I<n,I-) +J', .  
dt  d z  p0 dy d z  d z  

o 
P = P,,, + gpov + g l p ( W ,  (4) 

111 the present study we have regarded it to be sufficient to apply a simplified 
equation of state of the form 

taken from [28] instead of the UNESCO equation of state 1271. In the equations 
-+ 

above U = (U, V) are horizontal velocities in x- and y-direction respectively, 
TV the vertical velocity, 7 the surface elevation, P  the in-situ pressure, P,,, the 
atmospheric pressure, p the density, = 1023.0kgnx-3 the reference density, S 
salinity, T ternperature, lill4 vertical eddy viscosity, /lll4 horizontal edd~7 viscosity, 
I iH vertical eddy diffusivity, g = 9 . S l r n ~ - ~  the gravity constant and f = 1.3 x 
10-~s-' the Coriolis parameter. 

The Mellor and Yamada 2 112 leve1 model with the Galperin et al. mod- 
ifications is applied to compute and KB. The governing equations in z- 
coordinates for turbulent kinetic energy, q2/2, and turbulent macro scale, l, are 
given below, see [15, 181, 



where 

and where 

K = 0.4 is the von Karman constant. Based on scaling arguments advection of q2 

and q21 is neglected. Defining 

the stability functions become 

and 

K M ,  KH and K, are then computed according to 



The empirical values in the expressions above are 

In practice it is customary to  apply lower limits for li'M and KH and the 
quality of the numerical outputs may depend on the choice of tl-iese limits, see 
for instance Berntsen and Svendsen [6]. In the present experiments the minimum 
allowed value for KM is 1 X 10-5m2s-1 and for IcH 1 X 10-'m2s-l. 

2.1 The horizontal viscosities 

The horizontal viscous terrns F, and F, are mrritten i n  the form: 

The horizontal viscosity, An[, is computed according to S m a g ~ r i n s l i ~  [ L I ]  

where Ax and Ay are the grid spacing in x-direction and y-direction respectively. 
The horizontal viscosity coefficient, CbIl is chosen to be 1.0 in our esperiments. 
In the studies of effects vertical resolution and horizontal viscosity (sections 7 
and 8) the horizontal diffusivity terms are neglected as in equations (5) and (6). 
In the studies of effects of horizontal diffusivity and tlie time step the diffusivity 
terms in the form (17) are added to the equations (5) and (6) and the diffusivities 
AH are chosen to be equal to AM. 

To run the model to be described with this formulation for An4 suffices to 
get stable simulations. However, as will be demonstrated. small scale oscillations 
tend to  create escessive down- and up-welling in the Norwegian Coastal Current 
(NCC) and unrealistic density profiles across the NCC. Our interpretation of this 
is that with the present horizontal resolution, 20km, the internal Rossby radius 
for this area, from 1 to 10km approximately, is far from resolved and instabilities 
on Rossby radius scale is therefore misrepresented or aliased at the 2 4 x  scale 
and creates convergence and divergence and unrealisticly large vertical velocities. 
In experiments from this area, see Berntsen and Svendsen [6], witli finer grid 
resolution we have not experienced the problem with escessive up- and down- 
welling and this support the above hypothesis. 



For models based on the leapfrog method one ma,y a.pply an Asselin filter [3] 
to  remove the small scale energy in time and space. Tl-iis is the stra.tegy applied 
in the Blumberg and Mellor model ['i]. For one step inethods time filtering will 
crate phase errors and may not be an acceptable strategy. An alternative is to 
enhance the horizontal viscosities in cases when the sinall scale oscillations in the 
vertical velocities become large: The details for this formulations are specific for 
the numerical method and described in the nest section. 

2.2 Boundary conditions 

At the surface the following boundary conditions are usecl 

where (ro,, ro,) is the surface wind stress vector and u,, is the magnitude of 
the vector. To compute the surface heat flus a method of relasation towards 
climatology due to Cox and Bryan [Sl is used. T* is the climatological value of 
the sea surface temperature, T ( 0 )  is the models surface temperature a.nd y a time 
constant that is selected to be 1.736 x lO-'rns-l. 

At the bottom the following boundary conditions are used 

where (rbz, rby) is the bottom frictional stress and u,b the friction velocity associ- 



ated with the bottom stress 

where the drag coefficient CD is given by 

and is the distance of the nearest grid point to the bottom. The von Karman 
constant K = 0.4. In lack of further information we use -0 = 0.01m for the bottom 
roughness parameter, see Mieatherly and Martin [29]. 

There are no volume fluses through the side walls. \Ve als0 assume a slip 
conditions at the closed lateral boundaries. O n  the side walls and bottom of 
the basin there are no advective or diffusive heat and salt fluses. The vertical 
velocities at the free surface and a.t the bottom are given by 



3 The time splitted o-coordinate model 

3.1 The o-coordinate systern 

The basic equations have been transformed into a bottorn following sigma co- 
ordinate system [19]. The independent variables (x,  y, z, t )  are transformed to 
(x*, y*, a, t*), wliere 

0 ranges from a = O at z = 7 to a = -1 at z = -H(x,  y ) .  Introducing the total 
depth, D E H + 7, the basic equations may now be written as (after deletion of 
the asterisks) 

where w is the new vertical velocity. The momentum equations on flus form 
become 

The new conservation equations take the form 



and the horizontal viscosity terms are now defined according to 

3.1.1 Vertical boundary conditions 

The new boundary conditions for the vertical velocity, u, in equation (34) become 

w(0)  = w(-l) = 0. (41) 

The new conditions a.t the surface ( a  = 0) becomes 

- - p  

1 ( d u  db')  P. 
D d a '  d a  - -(~ox,~o?,), 

and at the bottom ( a  = -1) the boundary conditions become 



3.2 The methods 

The a-coordinate model applied in the present study is a time splitted version of 
the model presented in [5]. An Arakawa C-grid is still applied. In each 3-D time 
step of the model the following actions are taken in the order given: 

a) In internal.fg0: Estimates of the internal pressure terrns 

and 

are computed and saved in AU and AV. The methocl is based on central differ- 
ences in the a-coordinate s~rstem. 

b) In laswuv.f90: Estimates of the non linear terms in the moment eclua,tions 

and 

are computed with a second order Lax-Miendroff method and subtracted from the 
contributions AU and AV from the internal pressure terms. 

c) In fbcor2d.f90: The 3-D velocity field is split into its baroclinic part and 
its depth integrated part according to: 

(U(., Y ,  a ) ,  V ( x , y ,  o ) )  = ( U A ( X :  Y )  + U B ( X ,  Y , F ) ,  T ' A ( ~ ,  Y )  + ~ ' B ( x ,  (50) 

where 



Depth integrating the moment equations (neglection for a moment the atmo- 
spheric pressure terms) and the continuity equation gives: 

and 

The horizontal visosities A,M2D are for each time step computed according to 
equation (18) where (U; V) is replaced by (UA, VA). 

For each 3-D time step the 2-D system of equations is steppecl forward in 
time with N2D time steps with time steps DTE = DT/N2D when DT is the 3D 
time step. In each 2D time step TfAD in each U-point is averaged from the 4 
neighboring points with equal weights. Contributions to the UA-equation from 
the horizontal viscous terms, the Coriolis term, the bottom and surface stresses, 
the pressure term and A, using values of U*, lfA and 7 at the present time step. 
Then UA is estimated on the next time leve1 with an explicit method. The same 
procedure is applied for the T/A-equation. Using the values of UA and VA at the 
new time step, (51) is then used to estimate 7 at the new time step. This is often 
referred to as the Forward-Backward method. The method is stable as long as 
the 2-D time step is less or equal to -&i with D equal to the masirnurn depth 
~vithin the model area. In every second time step the T/:-equation is propagated 
before the UA-equation. The time splitting applied is very sirnilar to the splitting 
applied by S1agsta.d [21] and described later in [l]. 



The equations for the baroclinic fields UB and T/B l~ecome after subtracting 
(52) from (35) and (53) from (36) : 

a u B D  
-- 

1 
at 

f Y B D  + - (70, - Q,) + A, = 
P0 

a aUBD a 81JBD a I<llId(-B 
-(Anr a? dx ) + -(2411r-) + -(-- aO D da ) 3 nr- 

d?l dy 
(54) 

and 

After propagating the 2-D equations N2D time steps with steplengt11 DT/N2D 
the equations for UB and T/B are propagated one step wit1-i step length DS. The 
Coriolis terms in C' and l/ points are approximated ~ri t l i  equal weight averaging. 
The horizontal viscosity terms are approximated with central differences. The so- 
lutions including all terms escept the vertical viscosity terms are stepped forward 
in time using an esplicit method. To avoid unacceptable time step limitations 
the subsets of the equations involving the vertical 1-iscosity terms are stepped 
forward in time using a fully implicit method. 

After the 3-D time step for UB and l&, C; and 1.  at the ne\\- time step are 
computed from (50). The O-coordinate uelocities. L-. are computed from (34) 
using the boundary conditions w(0) = w ( - l )  = O . 

d) In atmosp.f90: If we want to  include the effects of gradients in the atmo- 
spheric pressure, the gradients are approximated wi th central differences and U 
and V are updated with an explicit method for these terms. 

After steps a) ,  b),  c) and d) the effects of all terms of the equations (34), (35) 
and (36) are accounted for. 

e) In superbeef.fg0: The scalar fields S and T, or a,ny other scalar field, are 
advected with a gradient preserving and monotonic advection sclieme due to Roe 
and Sweby 1261. This scheme performed favorably in a comparison due to Yang 
and Przekwas [30]. 

f )  In my2halv.fgO: The vertical viscosities and diffusivities are updated with 
the Mellor and Yamada 2 112 scheme. 



g) In vertdiff.fg0: The scalar fields S and T ,  are mixed vertically with a fully 
implicit method. 

After the steps e), f )  and g) the effects of all terms of the equations (37) and 
(38) are accounted for. 

3.2.1 Horizoiltal viscosities - 2 

From fbcor2d.f90 the routine smagor.f90 is called for eacl-i time step. smagor.f90 
approsimates AM at the center of each grid cell with centered differences equation 
(18). That is: A,bfijk is computed for all cells (i, j ,  k). As discussed in section 2.1, 
the horizontal gradients of the 2-coordinate velocities FV may also be chosen to  
affect the horizontal viscosities and the following formulation is chosen: 

T4;'Tijk = CM2AxAy(lT/Tfijk - I + /Wijk - l/T'i+ljk l + 
11Vi.jk - Mfij-lk/ + lT4fijk - vfij+lk[) 

MfTij~, = WT;,j,, * DZ(k) /DZ(I<B/2) ,  for k 5 I<B/2, 

where CM2 is a scaling parameter chosen to be 10.0 in the present esperiments 
unless otherwise stated. DZ(k)  the thickness of a-coordinate la:.er k ,  and ICB 
the number of a-coordinate layer interfaces. The layers of the a-coordinste model 
are in the present experiments thinner near the surface. and the second statement 
above will give larger values of WT near the surface. After the computation of 
/iMtJk and TIVTtJk for all grid points \ve select -AMzJli = I I I ~ s ( A , ~ ~ ~ ~ . T / ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ) .  

Depth integrated values of W T  are gathered in WiT2D and for ea.ch 2D time 
step smagor2d.fgO is called to compute = ma,X(AMIDij, MiT2Dij) where 
liAdLDiJ first is computed using (18). 

We are treating the viscous terms with explicit rnethods in time. They are 
subject to the time step limitations 

Since AM and AMID are determined by the dynamics, it may be d iscul t  to  guar- 
antee before the start of a simulation tl-iat the above requirements ~ i l l  be fullfilled. 



Instabilities will arise when All[ andlor AlMaD become large and therefore we have 
put upper limits on their values according to: 

We notice that AllJaD may become a factor N2D larger than An& Thus, when 
running a time cplitted model the effective horizontal viscosity may be much 
larger than when running an implicit method with Courant numbers larger than 
1 and the same time step for all terms in the equations. 



4 The North Sea experiment 

The model is implemented for an extended North Sea and horizontally the model 
domain is discretized in a 20 x 20 km grid, see Figure 1. J~ert ical l j~ a formulation 
due t o  Lynch e t  al. [l61 is applied to  distribute the a layers. Let Al, be the 
thickness of the bottom or surface a layer. Let kb be the.  number of a layer 

and a = (A, - Ab)/sin(2nA,). The  kb layer interfaces. Define A, = M 
interfaces may then be defined according to  

2,  = -1. + (kb - k)/(kb - 1) - asin((2n(kb - k))/(kb - l ) ) ,  k = 1, .., kb 

This choice of layer interfaces gives a smooth distribution of a layers with thinner 
layers towards bottom and surface with a proper choice of At,. For kh = 21 and Al, 
= 0.01 the thicknesses of the top 10 layers are 0.010. 0.014. 0.021. 0.0:32, 0.044, 
0.056, 0.068, 0.079, 0.086, 0.090 and the distribution is symmetric around the 
midpoint. The  sensitivity of model outputs to the choice of kb will be studied. 

The  model is run for 30 dajrs from l5/10-89. The mode1 is forced with 6-hourly 
l-iindcast atmospheric pressure fields and 6-hourly wind stress fields provided by 
DNMI [ I l ] .  Climatological fields for horizontal velocities. temperature. salinity 
and surface elevation for October and November are talien from Engedahl et al. 
[1.3]. Monthly climatological values for tl-iese fields are als0 usecl a s  boundary 
conditions a t  the open lateral boundaries where we apply a flon e ela sat ion zone 
that is 7 grid cells wide. See Martinsen and Engedahl [l'i]. Foll1 components of 
the tide , ]VI2, S2,  O1 and Kl ,  are forced through the flow relasation zone using 
tida1 fields provided by the Korwegian Meteorological Institute. The  inflo~r from 
the Baltic is implemented after an algorithm due to  Stigebrandt [23]. 

The  model is run with monthly mean river runoff from the Rhine. Meuse, 
Scheldt, Ems, Weser, Elbe, Thames: Humber, Tyne and Tees. Daily river runoff 
from the 6 largest Swedish rivers between Qresund and the Norwegian border is 
used. The  fresh water runoff from the coast of Norway is based on monthly mean 
fluxes and distributed along the Nor~vegian coast. 



Figure 1. Bottom topography of the North Sea model area. The transects are 
numbered from 1 to 5. The stations are numbered I and 11. 



5 Data from the Utsira-Orkneys transect 

Across the transect from Utsira to the Orkneys 18960 observations of salinity and 
temperature were made in the months October and November in the period from 
1972 to 1996 by research vessels from the Institute of Marine Research, Norway. 
The observations are from 31 different surveys in this period. Time averages of 
salinity across the transect for October-November conipiited from tl-iis clataset are 
shown in Figure 2. 'The corresponding standard deviatioris in the salinity field 
reflecting the tempora1 variability are given in Figure 3. 

From Figure 2 we notice at the west side of the Norwegian trench the inflow of 
core Atlantic water. At the east side the outflow of the Xorwegian Coastal Current 
(NCC) is apparent. The offshore deepening and the onshore lifting of the salinity 
contours are remarkable features. A permanent (at least for this period of the 
year) cyclone may esplain this deepening-lifting effect. Mie als0 notice that the 
core of the NCC in average is found off-shore. The standard deviation contours 
are also related to the NCC witl-i a maximum towarcls the surface close to  the 
Norwegian coast. A maximum is also fourld close to the Orlineys. 
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Figure 2. Average salinity in p.s.u. for October and Koveniber for the years 197'2 
to  1996 for the Utsira-Orkneys transect (transect 5). 
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Figure 3. Standard deviations of the salinity fields for the Utsira-Orlineys tran- 
sect (also in p.s.u). 



6 Results from the climatology 

In many major applications of ocean models it is more important to  have the 
major transports correct than t o  capture detailed features correctly in space and 
time. The  transports based on time averaged velocities througl-i the following 
transects, see Figure 1, are therefore computed 

Table 1. Table of transects through ~vhich residual transports are estiniated. 

Climatologies [l31 are used as initial and boundary \:alues in the numerical ex- 
periments to  be described, and it is interesting to compare these fields both to 

Direction 
Eastward 
Eastward 
Westward 
Worthward 
Nortl-iward 

Transect number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

the measurements across the Utsira-Orkneys transect and to the n-iodel outputs 
from the present model. The climatologies are prodiiced with a version of the 
Blumberg and Mellor model 171 using 20km horizontal resolution, see [13]. In 
Table 2 volume fluxes produced from the velocities in the climatoIogies are given. 

From 
(5055, 15') 
(53") 6") 
(570°, S40) 

(5'i30, loo0) 
(5g2', -3") 

Table 2. Table of volume fluses based on monthly inean velocities for October 
and November from the climatology [l31 in m3s-I through transects 1 to  5 above 
the horizontal separation line. Below the separation line the  fluxes computed 
from the climatology of water with salinity greater or equal t o  :35.0 p.s.u. into 
Skagerrak through transect 3 and the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal 
t o  33.0 p.s.u. into Kattegat in m3sU1 are given for the two months. 

Transect number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3-35 
4-33 

The  salinities from the climatologies for the months October and November across 

To 
(511°. lo') 
(56''. 4'') 
(3S04. 7j0) 

j5730) 12") 
( ~ 9 ~ ' .  5") 

Kame 
Englisl-i Channel 
Southern North Sea 
Skagerrak 
Kattegat 
Orki-ie!.s-Utsira 

Transports 
October 

92640. 
520600. 

1690000. 
32210. 

2512000. 
182600. 

o. 

Trar-isports 
November 

58780. 
622800. 

1S3SOOO. 
35390. 

1442000. 
161000. 

o. 



the Utsira-Orkneys transect are given in figures 4 and 5. Comparing tl-iese figures 
with the time average from measurements, Figure 2, we find: 

-The core of inflowing Atlantic water with salinity greater than 35.2 p.s.u. is 
reproduced, but it is located on the shelf instead of at the shelf edge. 
-The minimum value in value in salinity of the outflowing NCC water is well re- 
produced. That is, we find cores of water with salinity less than 33.0 p.s.u. both 
in the climatologies and in Figure 2. However, the minimum values are found 
on-shore in the climatologies and off-shore in Figure 2. 
-The remarable onshore lifting of the salinity contours in Figure 2 is not repro- 
duced in the climatologies. 
-The water masses in the deeper parts of the Norwegian trench are excessively 
mixed in the climatology. For instance the 35.0 p.s.u. contours estends to the 
bottom ( N  270m) both in Figure 4 and in Figure 5 whereas the masirnum depth 
of this contour in Figure 2 is approsimately 130m. The horizontal gradients in 
salinity, and thus in density, in the deeper parts of the Norwegian trench are thus 
much larger in the climatologies than in the time average from measurements. 
Applying the salinities from the climatologies as a driving force in model studies 
may therefore give unrealisticly large currents. 
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Figure 4. Salinity in p.s.u. from the climatology for October for the Utsira- 
Orkneys transect. 
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Figure 5. Salinity in p.s.u. from the climatology for Xovember for the Utsira- 
Orkneys transect. 



Sensitivity to  the vertical resolution 

To quantify how many vertical layers that are needed in numerical simulations 
of flow in stratified oceans is very difficult. It is also unclear how a fised number 
of layers should be distributed. The answers will depend on the specifics, topog- 
raphy, tida1 effects, river runoffs etc., for the region of the ocean that we focus 
on. The answers will to a great estent depend on the models abilities to preserve 
fronts horizontally and vertically. That is: both the clioice of turbulence mod- 
els, with minimum allowed values of diffusivities and viscosities, and advection 
schemes become important. The answers will als0 depend on the a,pplications in 
mind. Is it important to get vertical profiles of the \.elocities correct: or are we 
satisfied with realistic values of residual transports. 

In a recent study Lynch et al. [l61 focus on grid convergence on Georges Bank. 
They conclude that proper resolution of vertical processes is possible with 20 to 
30 smoothly graded vertical layers. Their study is for a non-stratified ocean. 
Davies and Xing [g] demonstrate that stratification n-ill ha.ve a significant effect 
on vertical profiles of velocities, diffusiuities and viscosities. and discuss the need 
for validation of turbulence closure models for stratifiecl cases. 

In this section results from the numerical expesiments. with niethods and 
parameters as described in section 3. are given. Tlic iiioclel area and forcing is 
described in section 4. The internal time step. DS. is cliosen to be :300s and the 
esternal time step DTlfYZD, is chosen to be 50s. The sensitivitj. of the results to 
the vertical resolution will be in focus and the model is run witli 6. 11. 21 and 31 
vertical a-interfaces. In Figure 6 the salinities across the titsira-Orkneys transect 
after 30 days (14111-89) run with the model are given. 

Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 2: having the standa.rd deviations (Figure 3) 
in mind, we find that the model salinities across this transect are less tl-ian one 
standard deviation off the average for this period of the !;ea,r. The model contours, 
however, are in places too steep indicating excessive 1;ertical escl-iange processes 
in the model. The minimum value of the model salinity is approsimately 33.0, 
which is in good agreement with the minimum value in the time a.verage from 
observations. The location is, however, on-shore instead of off-shore like in the 
climatologies. The remarable 'dip' in the salinity contours in Figure 2 is not 
reproduced by the model even if we can see small indications in some contours in 
Figure 4. 

Comparisons of the outputs from the climatologies given in figures 4 and 5 
with Figure 6 must be done with caution because the fields in Figure 6 represent 
25 hour averages for a. specific year. However, we have observed siinilar struc- 



tures for other years with different wind fields, indicating that it is tlie baroclinic 
forcing that sets up the main densitylsalinity structure and that variations in the 
atmospheric forcing gives pertubations on this. The lateral extent of the NCC 
in the surface water of the climatology seems to be in better agreement with 
measurements than the fields in Figure 6. On the other hand the excessive down 
mixing in the Norwegian trench is at least reduced even if the 34.8 to 35.1 con- 
tours still go to deep towards the Norwegian coast. This means that we may have 
a more realistic baroclinic forcing in tlie deeper parts of the Norwegian trench. 

We find only a small improvement when the vertical resolution is improved. 
Following the 35.0 and 35.1 contours we note soine iiiiprovements wlien we go 
from Figure 4a to 4d, but we find no changes in the major features. To go from 
kb  = 21 to kb = 31 gave no noticeable improvement. 

In Table 3 monthly means of the residual transports, cornputed from 25 hourly 
means of velocities, for different values of kb and Ab are given. The maximum 
layer thicknesses A,,, are als0 indicated 

Table 3. Sable of monthly means of residual volume fluses in 7n3s-l tlirough tran- ' 

sects 1 to 5. 

In Table 4 the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equa.1 to :35.0 13.s.u. into 
Skagerrak through transect 3 and the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal 
to 33.0 p.s.u. into Mattegat through transect 4 are given. 

Table 4. Sable of fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal to  35.0 p.s.u. into 
Skagerrak through transect 3 and the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal 



to  33.0 p.s.u. into Kattegat in m3s-l. 

From Table 3 we note tliat the residual transports are not very sensitive to  the 
number of a-coordinate layers in the present study. Also the transports of 35.0 
13.s.u. water into Skagerrak (Table 4) are not affected much by clianges in the 
vertical resolution. Only for the transports of 33.0 p.s.u. water into Kattegat we 
notice a clear effect of improving the vertical resolution. This transect, however, 
is only covered by 4 horizontal grid cells and the processes of this region are far 
from resolved. 

The transports inlout of Skagerrak are estimated to be approximately 1 SV (= 
1 x 106m3s-l) and the transports northwards along the Norwegian coast further 
north somewhat larger. The model transports for transect 5 and especially the 
Skagerrak transect (transect 3) seem therefore to be too small. The transports 
computed from the climatologies, Table 2: are als0 muc1-i larger for tliese transect. 
That  the transports are small is not surprising since we have run the model with 
very large values of horizontal viscosities to avoid excessive vertical eschange 
due to  large oscillations in the v e r t i d  velocities. The depth averagecl horizontal 
viscosities, /lMlD, are given in Figure 7. The values are in most of the area 
higher than 100000m2s-1, and in the NCC and the Skagerrak the values are 
a.lmost 500000m2s-1 which is the maximum allowed value in tliis esperiment. 
Here the baroclinic forcing creates small scale, compared to the grid size, vertical 
oscillations and the model responds by enhancing the horizontal viscosities. 

In Figure 8 vertical profiles of the viscosity, Irllld, a,nd the V-component of the 
velocity over a. tida1 cycle are given for kb = 6, 21 and 31 at station I. Figure 1. 
Here the tvater masses are non-stratified and the vertical profiles sinooth. There 
are small differences when we enhance the resolution from 21 to 31 lityers. In 
Figure 9 the corresponding profiles for station 11, Figure l ,  are given. Station I1 
is located in the Skagerrak where the water is stratified and we notice the effects 
of this both on the viscosities and on the velocities. In the deeper parts of the 
Skagerrak the viscosities are much smaller than in the open North Sea due to the 
stratification. Refining the grid resolution from 21 to  31 layer has clear effects 
on the profiles of KM, but only rninor effects on the profiles of the velocities. 
In Figure 10 the model salinities at 10rn depth for kb  = 21 a t  the end of the 
simulation are given. 
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Figure 6. Model salinity in p.s.u. for 14/11-89 for the Orkneys to Utsira transect. 
25 hour averages are given. 



Figure 7. Values of AM2D in 100000rn2.s-1 for kb = 21. The values are averaged 
in time over the period from 15110-89 to 14110-S9. 
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Figure 8. Vertical profiles of the viscosity(KM) (left panel) and the V-component 
of the velocity (right panel) at grid cell (41 , l  l ) ,  station I in Figure 1. The unit 
on the vertical asis is depth in m. For the diffusivities the unit on the horizontal 
axis is -loglo(I<Ad). For the velocities the unit is cms-l .  In the top pa.nel results 
for kb  = 6 are given, in the middle panel kb  = 21 and in the bottorn panel kb  = 
31. The profiles are taken 300, 301, ..., 312 hours after the start of the sirnulation. 
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Figure 9. Vertical profiles of the viscosity (left panel) and the U-component of 
the velocity (right panel) a t  grid cell (64,17), station I1 in Figure 1. The unit on 
the vertical axis is depth in m. For the viscosities the unit on the horizontal axis 
is - l o g l o ( I ~ M ) .  For the velocities the unit is cms-l.  In the top panel results for 
k b  = 6 are given, in the middle panel k b  = 21 and in the bottom panel k b  = 31. 
The profiles are taken 300, 301, ..., 312 hours after the start of the sirnulation. 



Figure 10. Model salinities in p.s.u. at 10rn depth for k b  = 21 at tlie end of the 
sirnulation. 



8 Sensitivity to the horizontal viscosity - AM 

In the experiments described in the previous section the algorithm from section 
3.2.1 was applied to enhance the horizontal viscosities, An(. In the present section 
we describe some very noticeable effects of this enhancement by giving results 
from an experiment with C1lJ2 = 0.0 and CM = 1.0 (as before) in the Smagorinsky 
formulation (18). The time steps are as before DT = 300s and DT/N2D = 50s. 
21 vertical a-interfaces are used. In Table 5 the transports are given. In Figure 
11 the salinities across the Utsira-Orkneys transect after 30 days run with the 
model are given. In Figure 12 the depth averaged horizontal viscosities, AMzDl 
are given. In Figure 13 the rnodel salinities at 10m depth at the end of the 
simulation are given. 

Comparing Table 5 and the figures from the present section with the corre- 
sponding figures in the previous sections we find: 

- -411 transports are very sensitive to the choice of algorithm and parameters for 
And in a North-Sea experiment with the present horizontal resolution. The trans- 
ports become as expected much larger as An[ is reduced. 
- For the English Channel transect and the Southern North Sea transect the 
present. transports are also larger than the transports in the climatologies. 
- For the Skagerrak transect the transports in the climatologies a,re still larger 
tha,n the present transports. 
- For the Utsira-Orknej~s transect the present  transport,^ are somewhat. larger than 
the transports from the climatologies. From Figure 11 we note that this large 
transport may be due to unrealisticly large internal pressure gra.clients whicli 
again are due to excessive vertical oscilla.tions. The problem with large pressure 
gradients in the deeper parts of the Norwegian trench causing possibly unrealis- 
ticly large transports discussed in the climatology section is therefore even worse 
with the present model and the the present choice of algorithm for A,VJ (and AH 
which so far has been set to zero). 
- Comparing figures 12 and 7 we find that the viscosities are typically 2 orders 
of magnitude smaller in the present run than with the algorithm given in section 
3.2.1 
- Comparing the horizontal salinity fields in figures 10 and 13 we find that the 
gradients are much stronger in the present study. This is caused niainly by the 
reduced viscosities, but we must als0 bear in mind that AH is set to zero and 
that  we are using a gradient preserving TVD-scheme for advection. 



Transect nurnber Transports 
273020. 

1135057. 
1190450. 

92089. 
2653714. 

Table 5. Table of monthly means of residual volume fluses in m3s-I through tran- 
sects 1 to  5 in m3s-' through transects 1 to 5 above the horizontal separation 
line. Below the separation line the fluses computed froin the climatology of water 
with salinity greater or equal to  33.0 p.s.u. into Skagerrak through transect 3 and 
the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal to :3:3.0 p.s.u. into Kattegat in 
m3s-I are given for the two months. 
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Figure 11. Model salinity in p.s.u. for 14/11-89 for the Utsira-Orkneys transect. 
23 hour averages are given. 



Figure 12. Values of AMzD in 1000m2s-l. The values are averaged in time over 
the period from 15110-89 to 14110-89. 



Figure 13. Model salinities in p.s.u. at lom depth at the end of the simulation. 



9 Effects of including horizontal diffusivity - AH 

In our numerical studies so far the diffusivities, AH, has been set to zero. In the 
previous section it was shown that this choice in combination with reduced values 
of AM gave unrealisticly strong internal pressure gradients between the inflowing 
and outflowing water masses along the Norwegian trench. In the present section 
the effects of including horizontal diffusion is therefore studied. We have chosen 
to set AH = AM and apply the Smagorinsky formulation (18) with Cn4 = 1.0 (as 
before) to  compute An4. Otherwise the model setup is esactly as in the previous 
section. In Sable 6 the transports are given. In Figure 14 the salinities across the 
Utsira-Orkneys transects after 30 days run with the model are given. In Figure 
15 the depth averaged horizontal viscosities, /iMzD, are given. In Figure 16 the 
model salinities at lom depth at the end of the simula.tion are given. 

Comparing tables 5 and 6 we find that the transports through the Southern 
North Sea transect (number 2) have been very little affected. This could be es- 
pected since this transect is located in an area with little baroclinic forcing. The 
transports through the Skagerrak transect (number 3)  and the Utsira-Orlineys 
transect (number 5 )  are reduced. This may be explained by a much smoother 
density field and smaller internal pressure gradients due to the introduced diffu- 
sivity. We als0 note that the introduction of diffusivit~. ~ i i t h  the present algorithm 
reduced the transport of Atlantic water with salinity greater than 33.0 p.s.u into 
the Skagerrak to almost zero. The effect of the horizontal diffusivity on the salin- 
ity field is also very noticeable when we compare figures 11 and 14 for the vertical 
and figures 13 and 16 for the horizontal. Comparing figures 12 and 15 we find 
that at least along the Norwegian trench the values of tencl to be smaller 
possibly due to a smoother density field and less small scale oscillations in the 
velocity fields. 

Table 6. Table of monthly means of residual volume fluses in m3s-I through tran- 
sects 1 to 5 in m3s-' through transects 1 to 5 above the horizontal separation 
line. Below the separation line the fluses computed from the climatology of water 



with salinity greater or equal to 35.0 p.s.u. into Skagerrak through transect 3 and 
the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal to 33.0 p.s.u. into Kattegat in 
m3s-I are given for the two months. 
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Figure 14. Model salinity in p.s.u. for 14/11-89 for the Orkneys to Utsira tran- 
sect. 25 hour averages are given. 



Figure 15. Values of AMZD in 1000m2s-l. The values are averaged in time over 
the period from 15110-89 to 14110-89. 



Figure 16. Model salinities in p.s.u. at lom depth at the end of the simulation. 



10 Convergence in time 

In the present section the convergence properties of the model with respect to the 
time steps is studied. The responses on the residual transports of various choices 
of 3-D time steps, DS, and 2-D time steps, DTE, are summarized in tables 7 and 
8 below. In Figure 17 the model salinity across the Utsira-Orkneys transect for 
the experiment with DT = 3600s is given. 

We find that with the present time split version of the model the results are 
robust to the choice of time step. To reduce the 2-D time step from 50s to 25s had 
only marginal effects on the residual transports and the density field. We have 
increased the 3-D time step from 150s to 3600s, and even for the longest time 
steps the errors in for instance the residual transports dite to time discretization 
errors are probably inferior to the errors due to uncertainties in for instance the 
sub grid scale parametrizations or the horizont.al resolution. Comparing figures 
14 and 17 we also find only minor differences. 

With the present horizontal resolution and sub grid scale parametrizations 
the results are therefore very robust to the choice of time step as long as the 
2-D time step is smaller than the CFL-criterion and the 3-D time step less than 
1 hour. With finer horizontal resolution, we \vill probably benefit from smaller 
time steps. 

Transect 4 
107781. 
107944. 
106947. 
109481. 
110622. 
116216. 
118894. 

Transect 5 
2246036. 
2246393. 
2239857. 
1256178. 
2238714. 
2307'714. 
2273536. l 

DT 
300s 

Table 7. Sable of monthly means of residual volume fluses in rn3sp1 through tran- 
sects 1 to 5. 

Transect 2 
1159636. 

Transect. 3 
997303. 

DTE 
50s 

Transect 1 
318513. 



Table 8. Table of fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal to 35.0 p.s.u. into 
Skagerrak through transect 3 and the fluxes of water with salinity greater or equal 
to  33.0 p.s.u. into Kattegat in m3s-l.  

DT 
300s 
300s 
150s 
600s 
900s 

1800s 
3600s 

DTE 
50s 
25s 
25s 
50s 
50s 
50s 
50s 

Transect3-35 
91. 
91. 
92. 
91. 
95. 
89. 
99. 

Transect 4-33 
11404. 
11328. 
11472. 
11530. 
11733. 
12557. 
16890. 
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Figure 17. Model salinity in p.s.u. for 14/11-89 for the Orkneys to Utsira transect 
for DT = 3600s. 25 hour averages are given. 



Discussion 

In this paper we have demonstrated that botli the residual transports and the 
models salinity and density structures are very sensitive to the parametrizations 
of horizontal viscosity and diffusivity in a 20 lim resolution baroclinic North Sea 
model. Smith e t  al. 1231 als0 report on mean transports for various North Sea 
transects computed with one 2-D barotropic model, POL [14], and two baroclinic 
3-D models, IfM [4] and IMR [i', 201. The horizontal resolution for the two 
baroclinic models were approximately 20km. Comparing mean transports from 
the three models over the period 1987-1993, see Table 4 in 1231. we find some 
remarkable differences. The transports througli the Northern Skagerrak transect 
(section 8 in Table 4) is for instance 0.02 Su (inflowing) for the IfM model and 
-0.42 (outflowing) for the IMR model. For transects further north across the 
NCC the results for the IfM model and the IMR model are in better agreement 
whereas the transports for the barotropic POL model are much smaller. 

Along the Norwegian coast we frequently find small scale eddies. O(lOkm), 
created by frontal instabilities. These processes are not represented by 20km 
resolution models. It could be a hope tliat by choosing good parametrizations for 
the sub-grid scale processes, the effects on the larger scale fields nevertheless could 
be well represented. The sensitivity of the transports and the internal pressure 
field to the horizontal viscosities and diffusivities demonstrated in the present 
report and the variability documented in 1231 are inclications on the opposite. 
Tlie problem \vit11 escessive down mising in the deeper parts of the Norwegian 
trench reported ill the present report. is also apparent from plots of salinity from 
the prognostic climatology across the Fugl~ya-Bjørnoya transect (figures 12 and 
18 in 1131). The present author has als0 tried other algorithms and parameter 
values for parametrizations of sub-grid scale processes in this 20km model, but the 
numerical evidence points towards the conclusion: By esploiting the degrees of 
freedom in the parametrizations one may achieve a "fairly good" agreement with 
observations for one or a few measures. However, other parts of the fields will 
typically be dubious. With the present model, we could produce a salinity field 
in fairly good agreement with observations across the Utsira-Orkneys transect at 
the cost of too small transports. Reasonable transports could also be produced, 
but then a t  the cost of unreasonable density gradients across the transect in focus. 

In cases where the smaller scale processes are essential for the creation of 
the larger scale fields, we therefore believe that there is no other solution than 
to  resolve the important smaller scale processes. In 161 the Skagex-dataset [lo] 
was used to validate a 4-km model for the Skagerrak. Even if the horizontal 
viscosities were only approximately 10m2s-I and the diffusivities set to zero, a 



better agreement with observed salinity fields was achieved even if the fields still 
suffers from deficiencies when compared to the solutions set up by nature. Eldevik 
and Dysthe [l21 has studied frontal instabilities similar to those appearing along 
the Norwegian coast with the version of the present model documented in [5] 
and 500m horizontal resolution. Both the viscosities and the diffusivities were 
set to  zero, and the effective numerical diffusion near fronts was estimated to 
Ise between 10 and 20 m2s-l. It is shown that with this resolution the spiral 
eddies are well resolved. The results in Asplin e t  al. [2] produced with 500m 
resolution als0 support the hypothesis that with sufficient horizontal resolution 
the problems with excessive vertical exchange documented in the present report 
I~ecome negligible. 

There is thus evidence that with liigher resolution tl-iese baroclinic instabilities 
and their effects on the larger scale fields may be better reproduced and that 
at least 4km resolution is necessary in the Skagerrak and along the Norwegian 
coast. To run 3-D models for the whole North Sea ~7itl-i high resolution als0 in the 
vertical, and a few kilometer horizontal resolution is still very time consuming (if 
possible at all) on todays computers. The need for models with capabilities for 
automatic nesting bet~veen coarse grid model solutions and finer grid solutions is 
t herefore obvious. 

In the case of very large horizontal viscosities it is shown in tliis report that 
the results from a 20km model for the North Sea are relatively insensitive to the 
vertical resolution. There are no clear improvements in the transports or the 
results for the vertical transect when the number of vertical la,yers is increased 
beyond 10. Horizontal viscosity and horizontal resolution is stiongly correlated, 
so with a finer horizontal resolution and smaller horizontal viscosities, we will 
probably esperience clear improvements with higher resolution als0 in the vertical. 

It is shown tliat with the present time split version of the model the results 
are robust to the choice of time step. To reduce the I-D time step from 50s to 
2.5s had only marginal effects on the residual transports and the density field. IVe 
have increased the 3-D time step from 150s to 3600s, and even for the longest time 
steps the errors in for instance the residual transports due to time discretization 
errors are probably inferior to the errors due to uncertainties in for instance the 
sub grid scale parametrization or the horizontal resolution. Therefore, as for the 
vertical resolution, with finer horizontal resolution, we will probably benefit from 
smaller tirne steps. 



Conclusions 

a)  In this paper we have demonstrated that both the residual transports and the 
models salinity and density structures are very sensitive to  the parametrizations 
of horizontal viscosity and diffusivity in a 20 km resolution baroclinic North Sea 
model. 

b) The sensitivity is strongly related to smaller scale baroclinic instabilities not 
resolved by the model. These eddies are of major importance for the creation of 
als0 the larger scale density structures along the Norwegian coast. Evidence is 
given to support the hypothesis that the la,rger scale fields may not be correctly 
reproduced by choosing appropriate parametrizations. The major smaller scale 
processes must be resolved. 

c )  Many applied oceanographic studies delivering inputs bot11 to science and 
management are today performed tvith ocean models with approsimately SOkm 
horizontal resolution or they are using as major inputs results from such models. 
Both the results from Smith et  al. [23] and the results from the present report are 
strong indications that we need model results produced with higher horizontal 
resolution to be able to deliver higher quality inputs to science and management. 

d)  In a 20 km resolution baroclinic North Sea model it is sufficient with between 
10 and 20 a-layers in the vertical. 

e) The present time split a-coordinate 20 km North Sea. model is rol~ust to  the 
choice of time step. 1 hour 3-D steps may be applied without any major degra- 
dation of the quality of the output. 
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